A computational assessment of the hemodynamic effects of crossed and non-crossed bifurcated stent-graft devices for the treatment of abdominal aortic aneurysms.
There are several issues attributed with abdominal aortic aneurysm endovascular repair. The positioning of bifurcated stent-grafts (SG) may affect SG hemodynamics. The hemodynamics and geometrical parameters of crossing or non-crossing graft limbs have not being totally accessed. Eight patient-specific SG devices and four pre-operative cases were computationally simulated, assessing the hemodynamic and geometrical effects for crossed (n= 4) and non-crossed (n= 4) configurations. SGs eliminated the occurrence of significant recirculations within the sac prior treatment. Dean's number predicted secondary flow locations with the greatest recirculations occurring at the outlets especially during the deceleration phase. Peak drag force varied from 3.9 to 8.7N, with greatest contribution occurring along the axial and anterior/posterior directions. Average resultant drag force was 20% smaller for the crossed configurations. Maximum drag force orientation varied from 1.4° to 51°. Drag force angle varied from 1° to 5° during one cardiac cycle. 44% to 62% of the resultant force acted along the proximal centerline where SG migration is most likely to occur. The clinician's decision for SG positioning may be a critical parameter, and should be considered prior to surgery. All crossed SG devices had an increased spiral flow effect along the distal legs with reductions in drag forces.